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Differentiation in Practice: Arnaud Hendrickx 
Arnaud Hendrickx has segued from being a practitioner 
designing and procuring daring houses in a recogni-
sably Flemish whimsy manner to being a practitioner 
academic who is tailoring his designing to the research 
collaborations that arise within academic institutions. 
This reorientation has been accomplished but not with-
out some regret for the challenges of procuring in par-
ticular. He relishes a tale about how one house with 
large clear spans was fabricated in steel in Rumania and 
shipped from there up the Danube and along the Rhine 
for less than the cost of local manufacture. The adven-
ture of the steel seems more exciting to him than the 
resulting cantilever, which in actuality jostles with other 
cantilevers less romantically inflected by their hidden 
histories. 
 
More than in most places exceptionally creative archi-
tects operate in a narrow defile in Belgium. There are 
twice as many architects per head of population as in 
the neighbouring Netherlands, and much work in cor-
porate Brussels is bundled up in the practice of a few 
major corporate practices. Another pincer is encroach-
ing on small practitioners, as part time teachers are 
progressively required to get PhDs and become, in the 
jargon of university administrators “research active” – 
in wilful ignorance of the integrated scholarship1 that 
actually constitutes productive work practice. Where 
others have found a path to practicing and teaching, Ar-
naud has chosen a path that aligns with his love of the 
unusual, the romantic and the dangerous. His practice 
has become one that is situated in galleries, and one in 
which the clients are artists and curators. 
 
Danger? One breakaway design projected live wires 
along a plank into space. Another created the illusion 
of an upper level walkway between gallery spaces, pas-
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Substantiating Displacement
‘Substantiating Displacement’ is a reflection on my architectural prac-
tice by the making of new projects. It substantiates (establishes by 
evidence) my displacement from the centre of architecture to a more 
liminal position in the overlapping field of art and architecture. This 
methodological displacement reveals and questions the operational 
tactics and conceptual frameworks I work with(in), by actively engaging 
with mediators (among others art & artists) in the reflection on and the 
design and creation of architecture, in order to explore the transitional 
space between subject and object. In this exploration I consider this 
transitional space to be the intermediate space of human experience 
that architecture opens up and in which it operates between our inner 
reality and an environment exterior to it, between shaping an environ-
ment while simultaneously being subject to it, between a material envi-
ronment  and its immaterial capacity to affect us.
 This methodological displacement generated a new series of spa-
tial works that uncovered heuristic devices that enable to engage in a 
designerly way and to substantiate (give substance or form to) three 
forms of displacement: displacement as motion or physical interaction; 
displacement as the negotiation between two agents, and displacement 
as a shift in apperception as the result of a contextual shift. A simple 
thought experiment might shed additional light on the three distinct 
meanings of displacement that frame displacement as the subject mat-
ter of this PhD:
 Imagine slicing off one meter of the Mount Everest, Earth’s highest 
summit, and throwing this chunk of rock into the Challenger Deep, the 
deepest part of the deepest trench in the sea. This action would entail 
three different forms of displacement. First of all, the chunk of rock 
would undergo a displacement in the sense of a movement. Secondly, 
the seawater and the rock would negotiate a new sea level by an dis-
placement of water. Thirdly, without undergoing any physical changes, 
the chunk of matter formerly known as the summit of the world would in 
this new context find its meaning displaced to the chunk of matter that 
defines the deepest point of the sea. 
 At the outset of the research project displacement was not the 
presupposed subject. No subject, only a strict method, what I now call 
‘the method of good company’, was defined. Only by implementing 
this method, that among other things entailed engaging in a designerly 
way with a strategically selected group of sparring partners, that the 
three threads framed by displacement emerged: The collaboration with 
Gabriël Lester in the exhibition ‘ProMotion’ (images [1a] & [1b]) placed a 
focus on Embodied Simulations: creating an environment that provides 
affordances for physical interaction. The collaborations with Michaël Van 
den Abeele in the exhibitions ‘Isomosis’ and ‘Bonus Malus’ (images [2a] 
& [2b]) placed of focus on Negotiating Space: conceive an environment 
shaped by two negotiating agents. The collaboration with Richard Ven-
let and Michaël Van den Abeele in the exhibition ‘Perennial’ (images [3a] 
& [3b]) placed a focus on Conceptual Blending: creating an environment 
that provides affordances for mental interaction.
Lens grinding
‘Substantiating displacement’ looks at a general topic through a specific 
lens. By appropriating the means of expression of architecture in a spa-
tial artistic practice that is concerned with conceiving ways to structure 
matter in order to explore how this structured matter affects us, a series 
of four spatial interventions are executed. These actions serve as fertile 
grounds to grind a precise lens to look at, understand and communi-
cate the specifics of my spatial artistic practice. This grinding departs 
Glossary
Because it’s there - ‘Because it’s there’ is a heuristic 
device drawn from the installation ProMotion. It is a name 
that is intuitively given to capture its double ambition: 
Because it’s there also suggests that design decisions for 
shaping a project are made, just because it’s there, in that 
context, on that site, that the work had to be conceived. It 
captures an interest in exploring the potential of a spatial 
composition for triggering mental interaction with the 
observer and the context in which it is active. An interest in 
spatial  mechanisms triggers a different reading of a space 
by considering the site as a brief. 
Because it’s there suggests that an observer interacts with 
an artifact just because it’s there. It captures an interest in 
exploring the potential of a functional artifact for triggering 
physical interaction with the observer that is not based on 
functional needs but on experiential expectations, an inter-
est in spatial mechanisms that trigger movement and other 
forms of physical interaction by considering interaction as 
a brief.
A. Because itʼs there #1: Framing Space - Highlighting a 
specific aspect of Because it’s there, Framing Space wants 
to capture an interest in site specificity as creating an 
environment that provides affordance for mental interaction 
with a site. It refers to the traditional framing of views com-
monly found in architecture and wants to expand this by 
including other notions such as: mapping as intervention, 
strategic positioning (relational negotiation), point of view 
(isovist), displacing a room, tracing traces...
A1. Autonomous mapping - Highlighting a specific as-
pect of Framing Space, Autonomous mapping captures the 
poetic and sculptural potential of analogy embodied in the 
creation of three dimensional logical pictures of a site.
A2. Mapping as intervention - Highlighting a specific 
aspect of Framing Space, Mapping as intervention cap-
tures the poetic potential that emerges when an artifact 
becomes a lens through which we mentally engage with a 
space.
A3. Strategic positioning - Highlighting a specific aspect 
of Framing Space, Strategic positioning then captures the 
poetic potential that emerges when an artifact by its careful 
placement interacts with a space. 
B. Because itʼs there #1: ProMotion - Highlighting a 
specific aspect of Because it’s there, ProMotion wants to 
capture an interest in appropriating architectural mecha-
nisms for their potential to create an environment that pro-
vides affordances for physical interaction. It also refers to 
architectural heuristic devices as enfilade, vantage point, 
blind summit, chunking maps...
B1. Contextual Inhibitions - This heuristic device cap-
tures an interest in the spatial conditions that influence 
our tendency to physically interact with a spatial situation, 
in the complex system of subjective, social and cultural 
restraints that filter the affordances that one picks up from 
an environment.
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B2. Intensive Differences Drive Processes - This heuris-
tic device captures an interest in thinking in intensities via 
the notions of intensive differences, nesting of intensities, 
intensification of extensities, an attractive constellation. 
Where in physics a difference in, say, temperature drives 
an actual physical process in which molecules are directly 
affected, in considering the spatial experience of archi-
tecture these differences drive virtual, mental processes 
that might result in a conative drive that in its place might 
trigger physical interactions.
B3. Embodied simulation - This heuristic device captures 
an interest in considering the perceiving of an environment 
as mentally simulating our interactions with the space and 
by mostly unconsciously doing so we create experiential 
expectations that might attract us.
B3a Enfilade - A spatial situation consisting of a rhythmic 
sequence of aligned spaces functions as a possible attrac-
tor for embodied simulation and hence triggers interaction 
with an observer.
B3b Vantage Point - A spatial situation that affords an 
advantage (like offering an overview, an opportunity to 
touch the ceiling...) compared to other situations, functions 
as a possible attractor for embodied simulation and hence 
triggers interaction with an observer.
B3c Blind Summit - A spatial situation that gradually leads 
to what is expected to give a wider perspective, expected 
to be a vantage point, triggers an expectation that func-
tions as a possible attractor for embodied simulation and 
hence triggers interaction with an observer.
B4. Chunking Maps - Highlighting a specific aspect of 
ProMotion, Chunking maps wants to capture an interest in 
how actions and movement though space generate mental 
maps of a space. It also refers to how chunks of space 
create chunks of experiences that are combined to form a 
whole where the parts define the whole, and vice versa.
C. Negotiating Space - This heuristic device is drawn 
from the installation Isomosis and captures an interest 
in creating an environment that is shaped through the 
negotiation of two agents. Architectural means of expres-
sion often expressed in opposing couples (solid / void; 
inside / outside; load-bearing / being supported, etc.) that 
can be considered as interacting agents or mediators that 
structure architectural thinking.
C1. Nuancing Dichotomies - This heuristic device 
captures an interest in reflecting on and nuancing the 
seemingly opposing couples in the means of expression of 
architecture.
C1.1. Supra thick - This heuristic device captures an 
interest in thickness that nuances the apparent dichotomy 
of solid and void by inverting Marcel Duchamp’s concept of 
‘Inframince’ (Infrathin): more specifically, a thickness that 
has becomes so thick that it defines a new space on its 
own. It is a space that one cannot perceive or experience 
directly, in a single glance, but though ‘chunking maps’ and 
from the notion ‘intensive differences drive processes’ drawn from an 
architectural appropriation of a conceptual framework from the physical 
sciences and the philosophic language of intensive thinking developed 
by Gilles Deleuze.
 The concepts that constitute this lens are formulated in a glossary 
that was gradually built during the course of this PhD by confronting 
new insights gained from the new collaborative work with already exist-
ing work. I have decided to integrate a large part of this glossary in this 
publication in its raw form, disconnected from its original context in the 
thesis. This allows the heuristic devices in it to function in an open way. 
While they are formulated as descriptions and definitions, in this format 
they suggest more than they define. They rather function as a cloud of 
concepts that resonate freely and serve as raw material for the readers 
appropriation. 
An Architecture of intensities
Since space is often considered the basic ingredient of architecture, the 
notion seems the right place to start a refection on architecture. Sup-
pose we consider two very different containers that have the capacity 
to store exactly the same maximum amount of tiny marbles. We can 
imagine an abstract property that is shared by these containers: the 
space inside them. By expanding this extensive property, it can be 
understood as an infinite container of all material objects, an absolute 
space freed from any connection with a particular material object and 
with a particular observer. But we do not inhabit this absolute space. 
When we experience space we do not experience an absolute infinite 
space, where all chunks of space are essentially equal, but a relative 
space, where chunks differ. Chunks of space are defined by differences, 
properties relative to our body and to the intensities of fields or forces 
that are in its proximity. It is in this relative space filled with properties 
that emerge from intensities the we might identify a place, another basic 
ingredient of architecture.
 Continuing the reasoning initiated before, the identity of a place 
emerges from the underlying differences in intensities or forces in rela-
tion to its spatial and temporal milieu. To illustrate the importance of 
this milieu, let us try to imagine a place disconnected from any physical 
context. We might imagine it as a place contracted into one isolated 
infinitely small mathematical point, or maybe as place that is an infinitely 
large continuous extension of itself, whatever its properties might be. 
Nothingness or sameness interchangeable to suggest a uniform spatial 
context. Without context the place becomes its opposite a non-place. 
[1a]
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ProMotion - Gabriël Lester & Arnaud Hendrickx (2009) - 
Z33, Hasselt (B).
In favor of motion, Pro Motion combines several works that 
either isolate movement by fixing it or that suggest motion 
and narration as a progression through time and space. 
Cut diagonally through a stripped space, a balancing ramp 
defying the laws of gravity connects the various works 
on show and directs the visitor from the ground floor to a 
small room above the main space.
[1b] 
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combining precepts in order to mentally construct, apper-
ceive and experience its thickness.
C1.2. Ephemeral Agents - This heuristic device nuances 
the apparent dichotomy of solid and void by considering 
the space-structuring potential embodied in the negotia-
tion of immaterial, atmospheric and dynamic elements like 
photons or water particles, the usage of a space...
C1.3. Tracing Boundaries - This heuristic device nuances 
the apparent dichotomy of solid and void by tracking down, 
registering and redefining the boundary surface (like 
fences, walls, territorial borders...) that negotiates between 
two physical or conceptual agents.
D. Conceptual Blending (Perennial) - This heuristic 
device captures an interest in creating an environment that 
triggers meaning, turning the environment from a passive 
container of activities into an active participant. 
D1. Adjusted Copy (Isomosis) - This heuristic device 
captures an interest in the poetic potential of creating a 
replica with a twist, by consciously misinterpreting the 
source and/or consciously adjusting it to the destination so 
that a poetic tension arises in the difference between the 
original and the replica – for example, in terms of scale, 
materiality, gender, etc. It is a specific form of what in art is 
generally known as appropriation or borrowing.
D2. Pointer to Void (Isomosis) - This heuristic device 
nuances the apparent dichotomy of solid void by focusing 
on the poetic and hermeneutical potential of the symbolic 
void, on that which is consciously absent or omitted.
D3. Animism (Bonus Malus) - This heuristic device 
captures an interest in the poetic potential in rediscovering 
the pre-rational or allowing the post-rational notion that 
endows non-living things with life.
D4. Recoding Chunks (the Circle, CHIPKA) - This 
heuristic device captures an interest in the potential to shift 
meaning, to recode complex chunks of sensory informa-
tion by means of naming, displacing, juxtaposition.
E. Intensive Differences - A spatial experience entails 
variations in sensorial qualities like light, humidity, tem-
perature, color, odor, sound, form... that, through the lens 
of the conceptual framework of intensive thinking, can be 
seen as differences in intensities.
Yet if we would project ourselves in this non-place where nothing ever 
changes, it would still confront us with temporal differences, differences 
that originate from before and after embodied within ourselves. The 
differences we experience are the here and now of the nothingness or 
sameness confronted with an embodied model of ourselves and the mi-
lieu we inhabit based on memories of interactions with different places. 
As long as we are not a continuously integrated part of this ‘contextless’ 
environment we somehow import temporal differences. Since space 
and place heavily rely on context and milieu it seems more appropriate 
to use a term that more explicitly refers to this immersive inside that is 
simultaneously oriented toward an external milieu: environment.  
 All of this just say that we can imagine experiencing an environment 
as the crossing in the present of a vertical ‘spatial’ axis of synchronic-
ity: the ‘here and now’ of the actualization - by the specialized cells that 
we call our senses - of the multiplicity of intensities that the environ-
ment gives us (reduction by actualization) and a horizontal ‘temporal’ 
axis of diachronicity: the ‘here and now’ of the re-actualized past and 
the opening up of the future by inscribing the perceived multiplicity into 
a network of memories and anticipations (expansion by simulation). 
So what an encounter with an environment affords us is a matter of 
the virtual potential of capacities to affect coupled to capacities to be 
affected. The actualization of this virtual potential entails a reduction of 
intensities by our senses, while, at the same time, the resulting stream 
of perception is expanded by inscribing the experienced into our con-
ceptual framework. We could say that, through materiality of the physi-
cal environment, something is presented which transcends materiality. 
An encounter with an environment affords a process of sense making 
that affects different aspects of our mind: it affects what we think (cogni-
tive), feel (affective) and act (conative). This sense making process can 
be considered as an appropriation by which the observer constructs a 
transitional space that bridges the gap between mind and matter. 
 A designer should constantly be looking for means to address this 
gap. A possible perspective is that designing entails displacing memo-
ries of earlier encounters into a nearby or distant future by equilibrating 
our conceptual frameworks to imagined novel situations. We construct 
our conceptual frameworks by internalizing our knowledge of our envi-
ronment and how we personally relate to it in cognitive structures that 
originate from action in this environment. Imagining or anticipating a 
future event entails a mental simulation based on earlier experiences A 
spatial artistic practice like architecture differentiates space by nesting 
intensities within these existing differences. By (re)structuring matter it 
substantiates an environment that establishes differences in intensity 
[2a]
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BONUS MALUS - Michaël Van den Abeele & Arnaud 
Hendrickx (2010),  Aalst (B), Netwerk
The Neolithic pavillion is conceived as an habitat for the 
excentric figures that are portryed in Michaëls paintings 
and sculptures. It shapes an environment where these 
figures can hang out rather than an infractruture to hang 
them on.
[2b] 
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of light, texture, color, odor, density and so on. Even when the material 
substance might only be a bunch of photons or pixels, it is only through 
this (re)structuring of matter that difference is articulated, it is only 
through a placement in the world that an observer might crystallize the 
virtual potential of intensities into a singular spatial experience.
Thinking through a medium
 
It is evident that a spatial artistic practice does not actually produces 
space; the amount of (absolute) space in the universe is not influenced 
by the practice. It indirectly tampers with the intensities and qualitative 
properties of space by structuring its complement: matter. We could say 
that a spatial artistic practice creates sensory aggregates by structuring 
matter in such a way that it establishes new differences in intensities 
that in their turn alter the qualitative properties of a chunk of space. If 
we also take into account that practitioners of this kind of practice usu-
ally do not constructs the material artifacts it conceives themselves, it 
makes the relation between the subject and the realized object indirect. 
Since only now and then is an architect also a builder, the most intrinsic 
activity of a spatial artistic practice is conceiving ideas on how to struc-
ture matter so that it creates intensive differences.
 Gilles Deleuze answers the question of what it actually means to 
have an idea in a specific domain like art as follows: “Ideas must be 
treated as potentials that are already engaged in this or that mode of 
expression and inseparable from it, so much that I cannot say I have an 
idea in general. According to the techniques that I know, I can have an 
idea in a given domain, an idea in cinema or rather an idea in philoso-
phy.”
 If we continue the reasoning that creative ideas are inseparable from 
the mode of expression of a discipline, the creative act of conceiving 
space can be situated internally to the discipline. Through the architect’s 
knowledge of the means of expression, architecture becomes a medium 
to think with and through. Conceiving space entails an inward focus on 
disciplinary means of expression and gives it a more intra-disciplinary or 
autonomous character. 
 At the same time, when we express an idea, upon perceiving this 
expression, we also calibrate and expand our (tacit) understanding of 
the means of expression of the medium we use for expressing it. In 
the functioning of this expression we gain new knowledge over these 
means. In that sense, our model of and hence our subjective relation 
with the means of expression changes. We might make general princi-
ples our own, generalize specific insights – in short, we appropriate the 
E1. Nesting Intensities -  A practice concerned with mak-
ing space distinct by creating differences in intensity does 
this by creating material artifacts, by structuring matter. 
The spatial context in which the spatial artistic practice 
places these material artifacts is a space that is already 
defined by intensities. Experiencing intensities emanating 
from these artifacts happens relative to intensities that al-
ready exist in the context. This makes experiencing inten-
sities intrinsically site specific. In this light a spatial artistic 
practice can be seen as a practice concerned with making 
space distinct by nesting (new) differences in intensity 
inside other (already existing) differences in intensity.
E2. Intensifying Extensities - One of the modi operandi 
to create differences in intensity is to implement abstracted 
notions of space like volume, length, height, width in a 
relative way. A composition of extensities in which the 
relation among them or with other extensities or intensities 
constitutes a quality, and turns this composition of extensi-
ties into an intensity. 
E4. Experiential Dialectics - Only when an intensity is 
somehow complemented with a variation of the same 
intensive property can we experience it as a something 
relative, a quality. When ‘high’ is confronted with ‘low’ 
both intensities are strengthened and the actual experi-
ence of both is partly contained in and enhanced by their 
juxtaposition. This juxtaposition can be implicit, by varying 
an intensity that we are used to experiencing in a specific 
constellation (e.g. a living space can be high or low in 
relation to what we ‘normally’ expect from such a space) 
or can be explicit, by actually juxtaposing complementary 
variations of one intensity (e.g. actually juxtaposing a high 
and a low space). 
E5. Attractive Constellation - This is a structure that 
embodies a constellation of differences in intensity that 
subject the perceiver to emotional or psychological influ-
ence. These differences of intensities create a dialectic 
of experiences that function as fields of attraction in the 
structure. 
E6. Dissipative Scenario - One of the modi operandi 
to create an attractive constellation is scenario thinking. 
Writing a scenario is often a linear process of describing 
some kind of path that embodies a sequential progression 
of experiences over time resulting in a linear sequence of 
attractors. Writing a dissipative scenario entails combin-
ing different partial linear scenographies of attractors (cf. 
labyrinth) to form an open-ended field of intensities that 
constitute a non-linear scenography of attractors allowing 
some form of self-organization (cf. cornfield)
F. Critical State - When a constellation of intensities 
achieves a critical point, a phase transition occurs. In this 
transitional state properties and qualities change drastical-
ly. At the same time this critical state of ‘being-in-between’ 
constitutes an ambiguity that affords different things to 
happen. 
[3a]
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Perennial (27/5/11 - 8/7/11, Brussel (B), Wiels) a project 
by Arnaud Hendrickx, Michaël Van den Abeele and Rich-
ard Venlet, is a comprehensive art piece that functions as 
an auditorium, thought of as a salon and shaped as an 
event. An autonomous interior that presented seven arti-
facts, a lecturing Uranium Lead clock and a music piece.
The evening program that was offered over the course 
over seven weeks included seven carefully selected 
events (lectures, readings, screenings and performances). 
During the day one could visit Perennial as an autonomous 
interior that presented seven carefully selected artifacts.
[3b] 
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means of expression of the medium we use.
 Art and architecture have both developed rules and tools to conceive 
ways to structure matter (rules and tools sometimes comparable and 
sometimes quite different), resulting in similar and different means of ex-
pressing themselves. As a part my PhD I have tried to gain insights into 
some of these differences and overlaps to see whether this provides 
fertile ground to recalibrate my personal relation with the means of ex-
pression. For example in Pro Motion the idea of creating expectation in 
film is checked for its potential and its architectural counterparts to have 
an architectural idea on how to create expectation.
Being thought by a medium
The production of a spatial artistic practice is somehow placed in the 
world, materialized. While most sensory aggregates, like a building 
or installation, are materialized in an immobile and fairly stable way, 
the virtual spatial potential of differences and intensities created by 
this structured matter is dynamic. It only actualizes itself, temporarily, 
through an observer who perceives, makes sense of, uses and builds 
a subjective relation with it. In that sense, the spatial artistic practice 
creates a space of possibilities, a virtual space of potential which always 
remains not fully actualized.
 Every event, every interaction with an architectural object, influences 
the mental model we have from it and alters our subjective relation with 
it. The spatial sensory aggregate provides an environment that influ-
ences mental processes: it might influence our mood (affective), our 
thinking (cognitive) and our actions (conative). By hosting our memories 
it might even shape our being in the world and allow a form of identifica-
tion that expresses aspects of our self.
 We could say that the artistic spatial practice produces thinking by 
creating affects and percepts. In this light, architecture – being an artis-
tic spatial practice – can be seen as a medium that makes us think.
 Conceiving space is inwards oriented towards the rules and tools 
pertaining to the discipline.  Perceiving space entails an outward focus 
towards how an observer might experience space. The activity of con-
ceiving space is characterized by a more autonomous aspect, the activ-
ity of perceiving space, by a more extra-disciplinary or heteronomous 
aspect.
 At the same time, when perceiving a sensory aggregate we also 
consciously or unconsciously build a personal model of the possibilities 
of the medium that is put to work in the aggregate. It confirms, ex-
pands or drastically changes our model of its means of expression. So 
even when they embody a different mental process (thinking vs. being 
thought), conceiving and perceiving are mutually dependent and influ-
ence each other. 
 The conceptual framework of Because It’s There (initiated by con-
fronting my practice with Gabriël Lester’s tendency toward creating a 
montage of attractions in the project ProMotion and further developed 
in the reflective actions on this project), and of Conceptual Blending 
(initiated by confronting my practice with Richard Venlet’s tendency 
toward creating a mental montage in the project Perennial), and further 
developed in the reflective actions on this project, provide some heu-
ristic devices that have altered my knowledge of how the spatial artistic 
practice may structure matter that, upon apperception by an observer, 
establishes an environment that affects our thoughts and makes us 
physically or mentally interact.
F1. Articulating Unadaptedness - is expressing the 
search for a critical state of spatial intensities that allows 
ambiguity in a structure’s being adapted and unadapted. 
This state of ‘being-in-between’ allows the occurrence of 
anticipated and unanticipated events (use) or well-delineat-
ed or more gradual experiences (experience). It is situated 
somewhere between simultaneously considering a spatial 
constellation as a shape determined by functional or aes-
thetic rules and as a space of possibilities that shapes the 
action potential and experiences and enlarges the space 
for appropriation by its users – between functional solu-
tions and generating new potential for actions. One form 
of achieving this state is by means of a diagrammatic ap-
proach that accepts the fact that a structure is never fully 
actualized and creates an environment that is never fully 
adapted, without apperceiver. The diagrammatic approach 
postpones actualization and in this enlarges the space for 
appropriation.
F2. Articulating Hybridity - is expressing a critical state 
between the material and immaterial artifacts of a structure 
by aiming at generating experiences by making things. An 
artistic expression is, by the way it implements the means 
of expression of its medium, in a critical state of hybridity. 
This means that every expression is a singular combi-
nation of a material and an immaterial artifact. It is not 
possible to explicitly reproduce or describe this hybridity 
using another medium: it is a tacit quality of the singular 
combination of both artifacts. At the same time the singular 
hybrid is to some extent ambiguous, open to interpreta-
tion. The creator might conceive with a priority to trigger an 
immaterial experience of, for example ‘symbolic meaning’, 
‘action potential’ or ‘sensory experience’, but when the ar-
tistic expression, articulated in a material artifact, is placed 
in the world it becomes independent of the creator and 
presents itself to an observer as a compound of percepts 
and affects that the observer makes sense of in his own 
way.
F3. Articulating Simplexity - is expressing a critical 
state between the simplicity and complexity of a structure. 
One simple element (a shape or a structuring principle) 
may possess the potential to create qualities simultane-
ously on a functional, constructive and experiential level. 
The informed simplicity of this principle then contrasts 
with its more complex capacity to solve problems and 
define spatial qualities. One of the ways to articulate this 
contrast is by confronting a monolithic exterior with a 
more fragmented interior that affords many different and 
unexpected experiences. Articulating simplexity is creating 
a spatial structure that simultaneously affords synthesis 
and contrast.
F4. Articulating Effectiveness - is expressing the fact 
that a structure is simultaneously efficient and effective. It 
is a more specific sub-category of ‘articulating unadapted-
ness’ that is more directly related to the use of resources: 
‘efficient’ is making good use of resources (quantity) whilst 
‘effective’ is having the power to produce a desired effect 
(quality). In many quantitative fields that rule our lives, 
the desired optimum is clearly a high efficiency combined 
with a high effectiveness. The meanings of these interde-
pendent terms have grown so close to each other that, for 
many, they have almost become synonymous. However, 
in qualitative matter like design, these terms are absolutely 
irreducible to each other. For example an inefficient way of 
using space might be very effective and hence preferable 
in some cases. Being conscious about their difference 
might reveal new ways to deal effectively with ugliness, 
failure, waste and inefficiency
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